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Synapses are the fundamental structures involved in signal transmission in neu-
rons. Due to its sub-micron size, spatial resolution has been a major limiting
factor in investigating the structure and dynamics of the synapses using light
microscopy. We have developed a novel approach, based on light microscopy,
combining three-dimensional single particle tracking with super-resolution im-
aging (PALM) to overcome this limitation. The technique has been success-
fully applied on live neurons to visualize the diffusion behavior of AMPA
receptors near synapses, with sub-diffraction-limit resolution. We first used
commercially available quantum dots with 20-30 nm in size to label the
AMPA receptors as markers for single particle tracking and a photoactivable
protein attached to post-synaptic protein Homer1 as a marker for PALM. As
a result, we are able to simultaneously localize the post-synaptic density in
three dimensions and observe the dynamic changes of AMPA receptors that
move into, and out of, the synaptic area. We then changed our probe to
a much smaller quantum dot, only 6 nm in diameter. With this smaller probe,
different diffusion behavior of AMPA receptors is observed, which indicates
the bigger quantum dots may have hindered the AMPA receptors’ accessibility
to the synaptic cleft.
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Recently, super-resolution techniques based on single molecule localization
became a popular tool to understand biological processes and image structures
below the diffraction limit. In the last few years a fast development in the field
allowed multicolor and 3D super-resolution imaging of biological samples.
However, super-resolution techniques are currently well established at the
cellular level but their application to more complicate samples, such as tissues
and embryos, still remain a challenging task. within this context, recently, the
coupling of localization based techniques and selective plane illumination
microscopy [1], allowed to extend the application range to thicker tissues
(<200mm). On the other side, two photon excitation within a single plane illu-
mination architecture (TPE-SPIM), has been proved to be a useful tool for
biological investigations of thick living samples [2].
Here we demonstrate three-dimensional super-resolution live cell imaging
through thick biological specimen (>50 mm), by coupling far-field individual
molecule localization (IML) and selective plane illumination microscopy
(SPIM) both in the linear and non linear regime. Particular attention is ad-
dressed to the advantages provided by two photon photo-activation in scattering
environments.
IML-SPIM allows to image cellular spheroids with sub-diffraction resolution
in depth and can be applied to image cellular substructures in Zebrafish early
developmental stages as well.
(1) Cella Zanacchi F. et al., ‘‘Live-cell 3D super-resolution imaging in thick
biological samples.,’’ Nat Methods, 8, no. 12, pp. 1047-1049, (2011)
(2) Truong T. V. et al. ‘‘Deep and fast live imaging with two-photon scanned
light-sheet microscopy.,’’ Nat Methods, 8, no. 9, pp. 757-760, (2011). Huisken,
J., et al. Science 305, 1007-1009 (2004).
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Fluorescence microscopy is a powerful quantitative tool for exploring regu-
latory networks in single cells. However, the number of molecular species
that can be measured simultaneously is limited by the spectral overlap between
fluorophores. We have demonstrated a simple but general strategy to dramati-
cally increase the capacity for multiplex detection in single cells by labeling
with unique combinations of fluorophores using fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH) and resolving these barcodes using optical super-resolution micros-
copy (SRM).We have used this technique to measure mRNA levels of 32 genessimultaneously in single Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells. Ongoing work to
scale this methodology up for the high-throughput analysis of gene regulatory
networks in single cells will be presented.
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The development and use of single molecule methods in biophysics is rapidly
expanding. One of the current emphases in the development of single molecule
techniques is maximizing the information that can be extracted from the data.
Several years ago, the group of Simon Weiss introduced the concept of alter-
nating laser excitation [1], which we combined with subnanosecond pulsed la-
sers in the method of pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE) [2]. By using
alternating excitation schemes, the labeling stoichiometry of can be deter-
mined, which is very advantageous for single-pair Fo¨rster Resonance Energy
Transfer (spFRET) experiments.
In the last years, the first single-molecule multicolor FRET experiments using
alternating excitation have been performed [3-5]. The stoichiometry informa-
tion can be used to distinguish incompletely labeled species from complexes
that contain all labels. Here, we show how the different excitation wavelengths
can be used to examine the presence of different components or the distance
between subsets of the fluorophores. In addition, the stoichiometry information
of the incompletely labeled species can be analyzed as well to independently
measure FRET distances between various dye pairs and simplify the multicolor
FRET analysis. We have applied multicolor FRET to investigate the presence
of coordinated motions between the nucleotide and substrate binding domains
of HSP70.
[1] Kapanidis, A. N.; Lee, N. K.; Laurence, T. A.; Doose, S.; Margeat, E.;
Weiss, S. PNAS 2004, 101, 8936.
[2] Mu¨ller, B. K.; Zaychikov, E.; Brauchle, C.; Lamb, D. C. Biophysical jour-
nal 2005, 89, 3508.
[3] Stein, I. H.; Steinhauer, C.; Tinnefeld, P. Journal of the American Chemical
Society 2011, 133, 4193.
[4] Lee, J.; Lee, S.; Ragunathan, K.; Joo, C.; Ha, T.; Hohng, S. Angew Chem Int
Ed Engl 2010, 49, 9922.
[5] Gambin, Y.; Deniz, A. A. Molecular BioSystems 2010, 6, 1540.
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One of the first steps of influenza infection is fusion of the viral phospholipid
envelope to a cellular membrane, opening a pore for the viral genome to enter
a cell. The viral surface protein hemagglutinin (HA) mediates the fusion be-
tween these two lipid membranes and is a principal antigenic target for our
immune system. Recently, antibodies capable of neutralizing both group 1
and group 2 influenza A viruses have been described. Here, we have visualized
the interplay between a virus and antibodies during neutralization using our
recently developed single-particle fusion assay. To this end, antibodies
(mAb) or antibody fragments (Fab) and infectious viral particles were fluores-
cently labeled and incubated together. Viruses were then surface-immobilized
to sialic acid decorated proteins incorporated into a planar, supported phospho-
lipid bilayer and fusion induced by addition of an acidic buffer. Individual hem-
ifusion events were observed as a dequenching spike, resulting from the rapid
release of lipophilic dye from the viral membrane into the target bilayer. using
this novel setup, we directly link the action of individual HA-binding mAb
or Fab to viral fusion events and confirm that both act directly to inhibit
HA-mediated membrane fusion in a dose-dependent fashion. Furthermore,
we use the fluorescence intensity per virion to calculate the number of virus-
bound mAb or Fab - information obfuscated in traditional cell-cell and bulk
fusion assays. Our data indicate that total hemifusion inhibition occurs in
a mAb/Fab coverage regime where hundreds of HA trimers remain fusion com-
petent. Physical modeling further indicates that within this binding regime,
these unbound HA can occur in spatial geometries allowing for the formation
of fusogenic clusters. Overall, our results have explicit implications for the
model of bilayer fusion arising from the coordinated efforts of multiple hemag-
glutinin molecules.
